
representations, and promises relating to a material fact
, in violation of Title 18, United States

Code, Section 1344(2).

PURPOSE OF THE CON
-SP-IM -CY

lt was a purpose of the conspiracy for the defendants and their conspirators to

unlawfully emich themselves by misleading and defrauding investors and lending institutions
,

and obtaining money from investors as well as the proceeds of fraudulently obtained bank loans

for themselves and third parties and for their personal use and benefit
.

M ANNER AND M EANS OF THE CONSPIRACY

The marmer and means by which the defendants and their conspirators sought to

accomplish the object and purpose of the conspiracy included, among others
, the following:

4. FRED DAVIS CLARK, JR
. and CRISTAL R. CLARK, along with their

conspirators, would create numerous corporate entities and bank accounts for these entitie
s.

The conspirators would operate these entities as though they were one entity using the n
am e

lscay Clubs.'' FRED DAVIS CLARK
, JR. and CRISTAL R. CLARK would have their

support staff listed as signatories or account holders on bank accounts
, and keep FRED DAVIS

CLARK, JR.'s name off of bank accounts so they could conceal his control ove
r funds.

FRED DAVIS CLARK, JR. and CRISTAL R. CLARK would operate Cay Clubs from offices

located in the Florida Keys, am ong other places.

FRED DAVIS CLARK, JR.

conspirators, would engage in insider sales of units in Cay

and CRISTAL R. CLARK, along with their

Clubs real estate developments
.

That is, a Cay Clubs entity would purchase a unit from a third party and simultaneou
sly sell the

same unit at an increased price to a Cay Clubs insider
. ln those insider sales, CRISTAL R.

CLARK, using the name ifcristal R. Colemans'' and conspirator B.G., would buy units from Cay

Clubs at a dramatically increased price on the same day that Cay Clubs purchased th
e units from
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